
Past Continuous Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Now he ______________________ far more than he wished, and, though
he heard it not, he knew.
1.

(mention)
was being mentioned

He ___________________ in a battle for the possession of her.2. (kill)was being killed

They had not known they ________________________.3. (sacrifice)were being sacrificed

He _________________ very plainly to mind his own business.4. (tell)was being told

This was because the fire had died down for an instant while it
___________________.
5.

(form)was being formed

The savage did not make much of the conversation, but he gathered
sufficient to assure himself that his hiding-place had been discovered, and
that plans __________________ for his capture.

6.

(lay)were being laid

It was perhaps the consciousness of this, the knowledge that I
_____________________ already out of the vials of his wrath, that made me
fall to criticising the critic, whenever we had parted.

7.

(anoint)
was being anointed

Somehow she _________________ by a fear to move.8. (hold)was being held

The bird ____________________ rapidly up-stream by the force of the
waters.
9.

(carry)
was being carried

Steering with the utmost skill, Dolly soon brought the Eleanor alongside of
Bessie as she lay floating in the water, and a moment later she
___________________ aboard.

10.

(help)was being helped

Meanwhile, though he did not know it, his visit was expected, and
preparations __________________ to receive him.
11.

(make)were being made

Perhaps he ___________________ too far.12. (push)was being pushed

____________________________________________ in her?13.
(the life of her mother/repeat/?)

Was the life of her mother being repeated

_____________________________ for their safety?14. (any steps/take/?)Were any steps being taken
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He _____________________, and this meant that it was impossible to
turn and fly back.
15.

(follow)
was being followed

A cheerful fire was burning in the kitchen, before which a roast
___________________ by unseen hands, and all kinds of vegetables and
other dainty dishes ______________________ in like manner.

16.

(baste) (prepare)

was being basted
were being prepared

Tightening the girths, until they almost cut into Pasha's tender skin, he
jumped into the saddle and rode off to where a lot of big black horses
____________________ into line.

17.

(rein)were being reined

You could see how he ___________________ by her.18. (drive)was being driven

Prisoners _____________________ in every ten or fifteen minutes.19.
(bring)

were being brought

Manton saw that the schooner ___________________ into this stream.20.
(suck)

was being sucked
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